
 

LOVE & STATE  
(Read at the Resist Much / Obey Little Reading at Queens, NY, on April 16, 2017) 
 
The genius of fascism is that it is based on love. The leviathan of state turns into a performer 

of gentle punishment, loving duress. In fascism, the public at large for a short and brute 

period at least is in love with its leader. Freedom is falling politically out of love. In 

capitalist fascism the eye petit-pointed with pain, and yearning is the sine qua non of 

love. By his images of otherness and tweets, the leader ogles the public into his erotic, 

protective, parental embrace, the public responding too with its eyes. T.V., tweets are 

pornographic contraptions of communal fuck, a bait and switch peep show, while looking 

being looked at, seeing while being seen into. A colossal move on our clits. Freedom starts 

with an aversion of the eyes a moral modesty! a decision not to look, the eye blurring in 

mist, choosing a mournful blindness, which arrests the erotic synergy. Freedom is a vigil 

towards stasis an act against flowagainst flow o oneself, transforming it into an ascetic 

guerilla weapon. 

 

    Freedom is photographic contemplation,1 contra incest. 

 

send home my long strayed eyes to me. 
which (oh) too long have dwelt on thee (John Donne, The Message) 

 
 

But now I have drunk thy sweet salt tears, 
    
Thy picture vanished, vanish fears, 
That I can be undamaged by that art  (JD, Witchcraft by a Picture) 
 

    The visual precedent of Vigilance is photography, born in the middle of the nineteenth 

century, the time when The United States starts its progress as a commercial empire, and the 

                                                 
1 The relationship between meditation, photography, and photography's subversive essence is developed in 
greater detail in The Peripheral Space of Photography, by Murat Nemet-Nejat [Green Integer, Los Angeles: 
2003] 
 



 

rapacious, fertile producer and consumer of visual language. The space created by film 

lumière2 has an unconscious, to its viewer reflecting, revealing the dreams, aspirations, fears 

of its teeming population. Superimpositions of different mediarimpositions of different media film, T.V., the web and 

words emanating from them on photography, which film lumière is, creates a unified 

field/space which is prophetic

It has no past, present or future, but a continuum folding sinuously on itself reflecting to the 

viewer through time what happened and will happen: 

turning into her lake, while simultaneously, in this contracting space, in this miniaturization, 

the other, as the independent it, hurtling into a collision. The binary, conflicting structure of 

film lumière is exactly that. It is redolent with the crushing anxiety, the meteor gravitational 

inevitability, of the approaching other, a new complexion of American identity. The web, the 

supreme asymmetrical tool, where time and space are at the mercy of a click, creates the 

illusion that anything can be converted into anything, that gravity (facts), the process by 

which objects hit the ground, does not exist; while making that space more vulnerable to 

those forces. "Ill make everything beautiful for you. You'll be bored with with sucess, so 

much of it. The asphalts of American once again will be paved with blond gold." 

 

    Film lumière cuts into that space does not obey, resists forcing us see through its 

disruptive rhythms what is under the clothes of this pampadoured Wizard of Oz, yanking 

him by you know what. 

 

Murat Nemet-Nejat, April 16, 2017 

 

                                                 
2 Film lumière is a poetics I initially developed in the essay "Eleven Septembers Later: Readings of Benjamin 
Hollander's Vigilance" (yhe New Review of Literature, vol. 3. n. 1 / 2005, pp. 140/150; Vigilance, pp. 207/218) 
to describe Benjaming Hollander's poem "Levinas and the Police" in his book Vigilance (Beyond Baroque 
Books: Los Angeles, 2005). Film lumière explores how to apply the subversive and prophetic powers of 
photography as a medium on poetry and other arts.   




